Leaving Mount Vernon

A social narrative for where to go when I’m ready to leave Mount Vernon, get food, or visit the museum store.
When I leave the Historic Area, I will go down the hill towards the Museum and Education Center. When I go inside, I will see more holiday decorations.
When I leave the estate, I will pass by the Donald W. Reynolds Museum and Education Center.

The exhibits are loud. Some spaces are dark and some are bright.
To exit, I will walk down a long hallway with big windows.
I will walk through this room. There is a tree in the center.

Sometimes there are many people in this lobby because everyone exits here.
Some days there are chocolate making demonstrations by Mount Vernon trades staff.

It smells like spices. They may have free samples.
If I’m hungry, I can get food and water outside at the Food Truck, or inside at the Food Court or Mount Vernon Inn.
I will walk past the museum store.
That’s all for today! Thank you visiting Mount Vernon!